


What happened to the coverage? . . . that big 
umbrella which The Travailers Insurance Company uses 

as a symbol of adequate insurance protection? In the 

picture above, we see a couple that had the foresight 
to buy adequate insurance protection many years ago. 

They felt secure under that big umbrella (the dotted 
lines). But when they retired, were they surprised! 
The big umbrella turned out to be very small. That's 

because no one has yet figured out how to SANFORIZE 
insurance umbrellas against the ravages of inflation. 
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GAMBLING .. 5 

A look at the idiots who 
try to double their hard- 
earned cash by gambling 
it foolishly . . . like the 
idiot Publisher of MAD. 

it's raining! 
It's pouring! 
This » 
article 
will leave you snoring! 

A MAD GUIDE TO RUSSIA.............. 19 

You know the expression: 
| “Better Red Than Dead!”? 

Well, this Guide to the 
U.S.S.R. proves there's 
very little difference! 

DON MARTIN IN SHERWOOD FOREST. .24 

Legend has it that when 
Richard heard it was this 
group that had raised his 
ransom, he offered twice 

as much to stay in prison. 

CELEBRITIES’ WALLETS ............... 30 

Obtaining the wallets for 
this series has been very 
tough. To get Sinatra’s, 
we had to go about it in 
a very “clan’-destine way, 

FUTURE PHYSICAL AFFLICTIONS . 

AMAD glance at physical 
changes that could evolve » 

S from our way of life. As 
re }) for mental changes ... a 

lance at MAD is enough! yt aad 9 pe 
THE BIRTH OF A BRAND NAME......... 36 

How productnames spring 
from Madison Ave. brain- 
storming sessions, where 
the thinking is all wet, 
and the Martinis are dry. 

In MAD's parody musical 
about the gangster era of 
the '20's, the ‘Stoolies” 
do their singing on stage 
instead of to the police. 



LETTERS DEPT. 
ae MAD BABIES 

For some strange reason, this department 
s ND has been receiving a flood of snapshots of 

i Re babies reading MAD, probably a snide 
f comment on the intellect of our material. 

igs! Anyway, we hope this random sampling 
will bring a welcome end to such “kid stuff“! 

i é ES, Leonard 
Commerce, Tex. 

MAD WRITER MAKES GOOD 

@ Astute MAD readers may note the absence 72 teed 
of Larry Siegel's bi-line in this issue. We & 
ore proud (and sad) to announce that, as 
a result of his hilarious work for us, Larry 

: was recently summoned to the West Coast You get that . . . and two big ears, to write “The Bob Newhart Show’. But, so 
and a missing tooth, and lots of you won't feel cheated, here’s a card we 

ived from him the oth ‘ other funny features when you order ere tamil the efheridey: 
HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL 

A BISQUE-CHINA BUST OF Aa ee 
Don't believe what they tell you about 

ALFRED E NEUMAN this town changing a guy. It's not true, 
e sweetheart, I'm the same as always, baby. 

ught your latest issue. Loved it! LOVED 
it! I's YOU, sweetie! Regards to the gang. 
And Al baby, I mean this with all sin- 
cetity: No matter what happens, nothing 
will change our relationship. 

Sincerely, 
Mr. Siegel 

STATE AIDE 

When the delegates to the Citizenship 
Institute for Girls at Douglass College 
toured the State House at Trenton one 
afternoon, what do you think we found 
in the Governor's office? An issue of 
MAD! 

Elizabeth Leppman 
Moorestown, N. J. 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

MAD is required reading for my chil- 
dren. I've taught them what I know 
about sticking pins in over-inflated bal- 
loons, but MAD is “Post-Grad.” 

G.W. Wilson 
Vancouver, Canada 

5 MAD REACTION 
~-~--- use coupon or duplicate ------- My mother thinks MAD is a scream. 

Every time I buy it, she screams at me for 
MAD BUST wasting a quarter. 

850 Third Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Ed Costello 
Lexington, Mass. 

Please rush my bust of Alfred E. Neuman. 
Not that | wanna neck. I'd just like to 

see you guys ‘make out''—for a change! SF OVER 30 

toad pore MILLION SOLD! 5'2” Bust(s) at $2.00 each 
3%" i : A | : f Yep, over thirty million people are sold 

Ae Bust(s) at $1.00 each : on the idea that this item isn’t worth 
half the two bits we're charging for it. 

NAME. Which still leaves about 150 million who 
- s might be conned into buying one. So, if 

ADDRESS. . Y you'd like a full-color picture of Alfred 
E. Neuman, MAD's “What—Me Worry?" kid, 

CITY, ZONE. mail 25¢ to: MAD, Dept. “What—Color?” 
STATE. 850 Third Avenue, New York 22, New York. 

(NO ORDERS SHIPPED OUTSIDE THE U. S. A.) 



MAD D.J. IT WAS 

Bee ste Here 1 am spinning good music like A CASE OF MIND OVER 
a jazz and show tunes at WBWC. Natu- 

For beet , rally, Alfred E, Neuman was my Program 
Director at this session. Success to MAD, | 
the D.}.'s eternal companion! Ee 4 

Candy Lee 
WBWC 
Berea, Ohio 

Now, pictures of “babes” like this are okay! 

HE DOESN’T GET IT A 

Everyone around my house likes MAD ‘ie 
except my uncle. He just reads what I ask rn , 
him to in MAD, and says “I don’t get it!” i ae 
How can I get him to get it? Yes, the patient had a history of 

Niles Norling sleepless nights and undue mental 
Alemeda, Calif. anguish; wondering when the next 

issue was due to hit the stands! 

Get him a subscription. Then he's sure to 
get itlEd, MY PRESCRIPTION... 

A bic dete SUBSCRIBE TO 
While browsing through your latest 

issue, I found a slight typographical error wal A D 
—mainly the whole darn magazine! 

Leas —=<——-— (use coupon or duplicate) --—---—= 

Baby Olson : MAD SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Fargo, N.D: DON) MARTIN Soon 850 Third Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
While reading the latest Don Martin Okay! I’m coughing up my $2.00. Please enter my 

cartoons, the thought occurred to me that name on your subscription list, and send me the 
a collection of the best from Don Martin next nine issues of MAD. | know this isn’t ex- 
in magazine or pocket book form would sety RE ie. doctor ordered, but I'd rather 

e e! ea trade a headache for an upset stomach, Gee! I’m 

Be awonderful ides. ras Rapp suffering from a sudden loss of appetite already! 
Union City, N. J. 

It-eccurred to'us;:too!’ Seeithe iniideback | NAME 
cover of this issuel—Ed. ADDRESS. 

Please addless:all correspondence'to: ciTy. ZONE. 
MAD, Dept. 71, 850 Third Avenue STATE. Outside U.S.A.: $2:50 

I New York City 22, N. Y. NOTE: Allow 8 weeks for subscription to be processed. 

DON’T SAY WE DIDN'T WARN YOU! Sede one 
THE GOLDEN TRASHERY OF MAD 850 Third Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

WAS BOUND TO SELL OUT! | enclose $2.95. Please rush 

Unfortunately, it didn't! THE GOLDEN TRASHERY OF MAD 

But they still did a nice binding job on this 
de luxe, hard-cover anthology of the best from NAME. 
MAD. You get 136 pages of humor, satire, and 
garbage (many in vivid color) in this permanent ADDRESS. 
collection of past articles . . . “permanent,” in 
that we havea whole “‘collection” of these books CITY. 
we're trying to get rid of. Please help us, hah? STATE 



YET! ress | MAD goes on sale. UN Security Council gy evn ystt"'| *° | Samson gives his final performance for 
27 | in special emergency session. 1) | 28 | Philistines, brings down house, 1025 B.C. \ 

tues] If the moon turns a dark green tonight, it rai | Pancho Diaz's rooster wins Mexican Cock-Fighting 
29 | means you forgot to take off your sunglasses. QR | 3O| title, 1943. Loser screams “Fowl play!” 

Howard Johnson waitress, Lila Dutz, falls into gay 
WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 

APRIL 

31 | ice-cream freezer, creates new 29th flavor, 1959. AA 

sun’ | April Fool's Day. Also Alfred = Loa 
1 | E. Neuman’s Birthday. = 2 

Two cows placed in Atlas Missile become 2 
the first herd shot ‘round the world, 1961. 

Court Jester to Richard III contracts Bubonic nex American Elms attacked by REY 3 | Plague, becomes first ‘Sick Comedian," 1484. 4 | White Birch Society, 1933. 

Twuns! Warsaw athlete Felix Viyx enters Pole “eggs rat | Judge Ferris Hamb pronounces longest sentence in 
5 | vault, steals 150,000 zlotys, 1955. 6 | history of U.S. law—1,322 words in length, 1928. 

sat | “Man who sits on eyeglasses sun | Kermit Feeney picks up 13 diamonds during > 
7 | makes spectacle of himself." 8 | bridge game, then makes clean getaway, 1952. 

mon | Dealer sells Hannibal 24 elephants that are afraid ws | “The more you cultivate people, gay € MZ 
Q | of heights, originates Planned Obsolescence, 217 B.C. | 10] the more you turn up clods!”” SKey Sa 

weo | Scientist Thurston Yancy invents 37 new uses tnuns| Missing Link discovered when flooded river Fig} 
11 | for broccoli—all of them immoral, 1926. €) 12 | recedes from Greenbriar Golf Club, 1936. i 

Fat_| Good day to play stock market, sar | Sven Johanssen slaloms down wrong slope at 
13 | make parachute jump, get married. 14 | Lake Placid and invents Water Skiing, 1908. 

sun | Panama Canal mon | “Wife who feeds husband bad breakfast coffee 
15 | discovered, 1867. 16 | supplies him with grounds for divorce!”’ wegge 

tues | That's ridiculous! The Panama Canal weo | Sam Balboa discovers the Gulf Stream after leaving 
17 | wasn’t discovered! It was built! WF 18 | his service station gas pump running all night, 1951. 

rwurs! Chinese Emperor bestows special favor on Number 1 | F*! | Inventor of “‘Roto-Rooter" drowns 
19 | Concubine, introduces the first Ming Coat, 457 B.C. 20 | during test run in Paris Sewer, 1937. <a> 

st | Amalgamated Window Washers Union pickets glass-_ | S¥" | Easter Sunday. Dr. P. Wogg starts work on dyed corn 
21 | bottom boats at Cypress Gardens, Florida, 1948. 222 | feed so chickens can lay pre-colored eggs, 1949. 

mon | Otis Smerd first man to fight his way into “Women. Tues | “Miss America’ Winner is disqualified when 
23 | and Children Only” lifeboat on S.S. Titanic, 1913. 24 | it’s discovered she is a Siamese Twin, 1929. say 

4 
weo | Dual Anniversary: Discovery of Hudson Bay by tauss | Sir Arthur Sullivan discovers lost cord, @iaaaacus 
25 | Henry Hudson, and Turhan Bey by Idiot Producer. 26 | is finally able to tie up bundle, 1900. yy 

rai | “A man who marries a fashion expert & | 2° | Mozart's Minuet in “D" places 4th in 
97 | will end up with a designing woman!” | 28 | Vienna Disc-Jockey’s Top-Ten Poll, 1788. 

Sun | News of crack in Boulder mon | Archimedes tells his Greek students that 
29 | Dam leaks to Press, 1946. Te | a ‘~ | 30] Geometry is as easy as “pi,” 251, B.C. =>) 

MAY tues | Ellsworth Vibbley successfully invents 
1 | “Instant Belly-Button Lint,” 1955. 

weo | “A man who smokes in bed will Efe t em |*H¥RS| India purchases rights to ‘My Fair Lady”’ [= 
@ | surely make an ash of himself!"’ 3 > | which includes Original Caste Album, 1958. ATTN, 

ra_| Time Magazine editorial assistant, Mildred [pay sar | Chinese Boy Scout rubs two pieces of wood together— 
4 | Waxwell, fired for her Luce talk, 1948. ‘4 5 | doesn’t start fire, but invents chopsticks, 679 B.C. 

sun | Louis Pasteur fires assistant after asking for mon | “A Pretty ‘Gold-Digger’ who lives near an 
6 | test tube and getting funny retort instead, 1897. 7 | Air Force Base will often take a flier!" #5 

tues | Mickey Bitsko invents “The Coffee ry weo | MAD goes off sale. Tensioneases #2244227 
8 | Break," and is immediately fired, 1891. 9 | in major capitals of world. d ee 



THE WAGERS OF SIN DEPT. 

MAD INVESTIGATES 

THE SORDID BUSINESS OF 

GAMBLING 
ARTIST: WALLACE WOOD WRITER: AL JAFFEE, 

THE GAMBLER TYPE 
Using this knowledge, try to pick out the rotten no-good 
gambler among those below, Turn page over to check answer: 

The characterization by movies and television have made 

it easy for an ordinary person to spot a typical gambler. 

GAMBLER 

Yes No 
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**We knew RIP TORN before he Went To Pieces 



THE ANATOMY OF A GAMBLER 
Recent exhaustive tests by 5 leading B ef 

that the expression “Gambling is in his blood” is really 

a medical fact. Gambling actually beats such good things 

j. Y. doctors reveal as “A's”, 
the bloodst 

, and even “Fast-Acting Alka Seltzer” into 

am. Then it goes on to make violent emotional 
and physiological changes in the gambler’s mind and body. 

TpEsine TO GET | 
DESIRE TO GET 
WHAT BELONGS 

TO OTHERS 

DESIRE 
TO GET 

SOMETHING 
FOR 

NOTHING | DESIRE 
To AVOID 
WORKING SHARP EYES 

FOR FINDING 
BOOKIES, AND 
SPOTTING COPS 

DESIRE TO BE 
LIKE GLAMOROUS 
TV STAR MAVERICK 

SENSITIVE NOSE FOR 
SMELLING A SURE 

THING 

LONG NECK 
FROM ALWAYS 

STICKING 
{T OUT 

DEAF EAR 

TO STARVING 

FAMILY'S 
PLEADING 

DROOPED 
SHOULDERS 

FROM 
CARRYING 
BURDEN 

OF HEAVY 
LOSSES 

ICE CUBES 

BUTTERFLIES 

\3 

EXTENDED 
FINGERS FOR 
PUTTING THE 
TOUCH ON 
FRIENDS was Sunk 

ITCHY FINGERS 
FOR DIPPING 

INTO PETTY j i \ 
CASH DRAWERS | 

AND WIFE'S 

POCKETBOOK 
PERENNIALLY 

EMPTY 
POCKETS 

WEAK-KNEED 

WILL POWER 

**We knew MARJORIE MAIN before she 

FAST FEET 
FOR STAYING 

ONE JUMP 
AHEAD OF 
CREDITORS DESIRE TO 

ESCAPE 
DOWN-TO-EARTH 

REALITIES 



THE DEVELOPMENT OF A GAMBLER 
The road to gambling may start out innocent enough. There 
are many situations in everyday life where people “take a 
chance”. These are in acti ies that we don’t ordinarily 

consider gambling. In fact, they are generally in highly- 

This plain, out-and-out gambling game is usually run by a 
non-profit organization—in hopes of making a profit. And 
these organizations are usually dead set against gambling. 
We can't figure it out either, but it’s for a good cause! 

THE STOCK MARKET 

x 
Stock buyers hope stocks will go up, so they'll win. If 
stocks go down, they lose. Biggest gamble is in knowing 
nothing about guys who run companies they buy stock in, 
and even less about guys who talked them into buying it. 

regarded enterprises. But the gambling bug is insidious, 
and once a person takes a chance in “good-type” gambling 
—like f'rinstance the following —he may not be able to 
see any difference between them and “bad-type” gambling. 

LIFE INSURANCE 

When a person buys life insurance, he is really “betting” 
that he is going to die. The insurance company is really 
giving him odds that he won't. It is interesting to note 
that policyholder wins if he loses, and loses if he wins. 

PARI-MUTUEL RACING 

Nes 
Nt 

Roughly translated, “Pari-Mutuel” means that betting the 
family savings with a “Bookie” is very bad, but betting it 
at a race track is very good... mainly because the State 
takes a cut, and so do many other noble Public Servants. 



THE EVILS OF GAMBLING 
Government officials consider gambling evil because it is But worst evil of all in the eyes of government officials 

immoral, degrading, depressing, destructive, and repugnant. is: it’s impossible to collect Income Taxes from gamblers! 

GAMBLING DESTROYS FAMILY TOGETHERNESS 
is Wie = rl r 

mic ~ x _ s 
Here is a typical American Mother— Here are some typical American kids— Here is a typical American father at 
gambling at Canasta when she should gambling at Baseball Cards when they  home-placing bets with a Bookie. He 
be home with her husband and kiddies. should be home with mother and father. should be at track where it’s legal! 

GAMBLI NG CORRUPTS COLLEGE YOUTH 

SAS | blere Bi | Rie 3 
But low down dirty gamblers offer college athletes huge 
bribes to throw games... and colleges can't understand 
where athletes learn rotten business of accepting bribes. 

Our colleges work hard to build winning teams. They offer 
athletes every inducement, including free tuition, soft 
jobs with high pay, passing grades and free room & board. 

AMBLING TAKES FROM THE POOR, GIVES TO RICH 
= 1 L 1 1 1 1 ! ' ae : om n \ Jc—aherejoel 

dle aD. |} Fi = 4 
f = fi a = 

: i AG, cat e 
Ce I ag } 

FS aes 
MICKEY 

i a = BITSKO NS 
d . I = HS 

=I Tet == r 
I I I I mI L I 

f 

Hard-working wage-eamers are enticed A professional gambler knows all the But fortunately, gamblers aren't all 
into gambling away their hard-earned tricks, and hard-working wage-earners bad; They do allow afew hard-working 
salaries by visions of “easy money”. have small chance of seeing any profit. | wage-earners like cops to make a buck. 



MAD REVEALS SECRETS OF DETECTING 
CROOKED GAMBLING EQUIPMENT 

MARKED CARDS 

NORMAL CARD MARKED CARD 

**We knew GREGORY PECK when he was Clever gamblers are adept at marking cards in ways which _ teeth in border design. Now look at same corner in marked 
only a trained eye can detect. But they're not too clever card! Three teeth are a hundredth.of an inch shorter than 
to fool us. Note how normal card at left has perfect even the rest. Obviously this means it’s a three of some kind! 

DOCTORED DICE 

NORMAL DICE DOCTORED DICE 

Again, the gambler's ingenuity is applied, and again our “doctored” dice at right have tiny tiny beveled corners— 
sharp eyes detect his subtle work. Note how “legitimate” enough to control roll. Shrewd MAD fans can easily see 
dice at left have perfectly square corners, while those how gambler can throw winning “seven” almost every time. 

CONTROLLED ROULETTE WHEEL 

NORMAL WHEE CONTROLLED WHEEL 

R Le 

The most difficult feat of all is spotting a “Conirolle is perfectly level. Now check table under “Controlled” 

roulette wheel. But with these invaluable MAD hints, it wheel. See? It’s not level! It’s nearly 2/3 of one-thousandth 

should be simple. Note how table under “Normal” wheel _ of a centimeter off! Hah! Easy when you know this, isn’t it? 



WORLD LEADERS CONCERNED OVER GROWING 
NUMBERS OF PEOPLE VICTIMIZED BY GAMBLING 
Basically, gambling is an unsavory, sleazy, depressing business. Notice how true this is in our photo of 
an internationally famous gambling den. Notice the shabby, degrading atmosphere. Notice the unhappiness. 
Notice the desperation. Notice the worried look on the faces of World Leaders concerned with the growing 
numbers of people being attracted to this sordid business. Notice also they are concerned mainly because 

if people keep being attracted, there won’t be room for World Leaders to get to the tables to place bets. 
— By : 

489 $3113M NOS¥O. 

Arg ups 

IN CONCLUSION... 
A word of caution to MAD readers: If you have never gambled, consider yourself fortunate! Try at all 
costs to keep it that way! One mis-step could lead to “Gambling Fever”, which in turn could mean your 

© yuination! We're so certain of this, we’re willing to bet you 10 to 1 it’s true! Do we have any takers? 



PADDING AND PENCIL DEPT. 

It’s “Exam” time again, the time when they ask you all those questions you didn’t study for, and don't know the answers 
to. But that won't stop you, will it? Nah! You'll go ahead and fill in the answers anyway—even though you don’t really 
know what you're talking about, thus indulging in that great scholastic art: “Throwing the bull”. This art consists of 
writing the longest answer possible about a subject, even though it has nothing to do with the question involved, hoping 
that the teacher will be impressed. Undoubtedly, many of you MAD readers have perfected this art (We know MAD writers 
have!), but you may be surprised to learn that this practice has not been limited to clods like us. Mainly, just about 
everybody did it when he was in school. In fact, here are some examples which reveal that even ‘Famous Celebrities” 
have “Thrown the bull”... each in his own distinctive style. So let us look at a typical exam, and compare it to... 

FAMOUS TEST PAPERS 
WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN ARTIST: BOB CLARKE 

L. Henny Haddon, Anata 
HERE IS A IT’S A SIMPLE a) Howny Hudson, waa aw 

STANDARD ENOUGH QUESTION, txplour ond naungatar. 
QUESTION T. Henry Hudson AND ALL THAT te) Hie hue waa manned 
THAT HAS 1a Whe was: Heney Huston cyipe THE TEACHER "The Hall Moo: 
BEEN ASKED (c) What were Hudson's two most EXPECTS ARE ¢) He discovered Wawkablan 
ON AMERICAN significant contributions? ONE-SENTENCE Fale yp A, Hudamas Bi 

HISTORY ee ores Saino aed 1611? ANSWERS THAT d) Wurouy $y fis aslo, 

EXAMS FOR = (e) List the 4 great geographical ARE DIRECT AND 2) Hudsm Rurer, Haden 
THE PAST landmarks that bear his name. 1 THE POINT— Lae ik, Hudeon Bau, 

50 YEARS LIKE THESE Sue heat ro om 

Sym ted Ctrglix. High School 
Gan Thiatoup T dost Cow Raat Soot 

if Hew. Hudasn - Qnauera 

a You ask who Henry Hudson was. Well, let me begin by 
THAT'S WHAT THE saying that F Hudson was a very resting and impor- 
TEACHER EXPECTS ne of the most interesting men of his 

BUT THAT'S of the most important figures sailing 
prael a—a “legend in his own time”. He t 
HARDLY WHAT SHE 
GETS! HERE IS A 

Catskill Mountains when suddenly, from out of nowhere, Rip 7H 
TYPICAL TEST Van Winkle appeared upon the scene. While Rip bowled with WELL, THAT'S 
PAPER THAT WAS them, Hudson and his men filled him with beer. And that’s THE KIND OF 
RECENTLY HANDED be ae to sleep for twenty years. Quite a guy, “BULL” THEY 

IN BY A TYPICAL Hudson encountered many obstacles, but he overcame ARE HANDING 
them, and went on to make significant contributions to TODAY! 

STUDENT WHO DID whatever he was doing. And he had 4 great geographical INTO 
NOT KNOW ANY OF landmarks named after him. And he is renowned throughout BUT IF YOU 

THE ANSWERS, BUT history. And | am fast WILL TURN 
THOUGHT HE COULD sel ee A we ns THE PAGE, 

PUT IT OVER ON YOU'LL SEE 

THE TEACHER BY THE KIND OF 

“THROWING IT!” “BULL” THEY 

JUST LOOK AT WERE HANDING 

THIS MESS! IN YESTERDAY! 

11 

**We knew DESI ARNAZ belore he lost the Ball 



There is no doubt that Henry Hudson merits the 

student's attention, As an historical entity, Me 

Hudson deserves preliminary recognition for his ini 

tal endeavors in the fields of exploration However 

before expressing any opinion of arriving a any cor 

gusion concerning his con
tributions, we shou id, in 

all fairness, weigh, on the surface at Teast all
 

ficant facts relating to the re! eim- 

re ence ek the geographical 
landmarks he has been 

associated with in an effort to judge whether an Ca 

plorer and/or navigator Is entitled to the same ac 

clamation accorded other historical figures, er icc 

cverely as-a means to outline specific accompli hments, 

in which case, for the time being, | will have to 

alified “Maybe. answer with a qu; 
Now would you be so kind 

es me and glorious occ; to come before y, OU on this gra 
my final exam qs Stand «to discuss 

Breatimmor- 
els east 

tals of all t ime ...am, 
and west, north and seek oor i? his trav 
plishments -.@ Man who ove ships in the early 160%. ho ove 

‘as to repeat the question? 

ae Nigteny. T and Borla AA, 

TA 3'4 Sonat: 

Kartal Danson Fo of PI, 
Lnietean Zhi, ZL g@ Zo ie 
i, Kiang YRradim —(byaurces 

Who was Henry Hudson? We can best determine that by 
analyzing his name: HEN-RY HUD-SON. By breaking it 
down into its most simplified word form, we can clearly 
understand the meaning of the man and what he stood for. 
His name has a rhythmic, rippling meter to it-which 
suggests waves. And from the waves—we can derive the 
word “ocean”. Thus, Henry Hudson was an explorer of 
oceans, and a mighty good one at that. His talent was 
phenomenal. Why was he an explorer? What made him an out- 
standing explorer~and not a musician or a composer or a 
violin maker? If we break down the word “explorer” pho- 
netically, we have EX-PLORE-RER. Each syllable rings 
with genius, surges with heroic stature, and throbs with 
the theme of discovery. And right about now, you're making 
the discovery that | don’t know very much about Henry 
Hudson, Well, | guess I'll have to face the music, and. - 

Y_—_ — 

O 
fe) 

ro} 

O Wilton Boke 

It behooves me to come before you on this grand 
and glorious occasion—my final exam .. da @scuss 
with you a man who truly ranks at! ii mmor- 

( 
0) 

tals of all time ...a man wi Au east 

and west, north and gu ic in his accom- 
plishments . ._ aqrfe came the gravest of hard- 

ps in ‘a man who, despite many 
ol two significant contributions—both 
f harities, I'm sure. And on an explorers 

Caught copegeng M0 

Oe geet: SO 

O =) 

—sorme@~w»™” 

Cynsricame Hinton Tee axe a4 Qour-3 Seat 



When Is. aw th 
that | was tempted 3 HP culous question, | was 

next one. Explorers, to me itentirely andgo ont disgusted 

nothing could bore Be 
me, are absolutely usslese the 

serve no useful fi @ more. I couldn't ¢. s. | mean, 

seful fun * t care les: Ks 

Gueans: Hiden hove 
ee Haein a, 

interested in, becat owever, is one explorer [ ai y frustrated 

imately, | happen te be een orenaathier pa a 
Hudson’s Ii 

familiar with SS hie ie 

ison’s life. This 
ith every sordid di 

other ex one story will re sordid detail of 

‘plorers coy 
reveal how pitif 

Coluir $ compare to Hudson, e pitifully 

bs ho hasbeen ast ened” 258 
ludson set = orate 

was unbeliey, 
Out in 1609, th 

abl 
iecrepe bs 

ly wretched, the food was Bw he 
had selec ted 

abominable, the 

absent the day this subject was 

to be asked it’s not fair. | was 

reviewed, and I didn’t know it was going 

on this exam. 
i'm being honest. Lord knows, I'v 

my best. But I've had it harder than the other students 

all term long. Teachers keep picking on me I’ve got very 

fittle time to study, My inkwell jams. Everything works 

against me. |'ve spent 2% years here, and I've worked 

hard. I've tried to make it. But | don’t feel comfortable 

It just hasn't worked out, I've thought it all over 

Very carefully, and I've come to the conclusion that 

Yheve must be a better way to spend my ‘adolescent years. 

So t'm going to get up, and leave this classroom, and 

rover came back. No, don’t try to stop me I've made up 

e tried. I've tried 

SIP Was an atrocity, and | have run out of cynical and 
: , n out of cy cynic ood insulting adjectives my mind. It won't do any 

John F > Ken, 
A F ned: merican Histon, 

yr 

iE S=Henry Hudson 

enry Hudson? That's & good question. I'm 

‘od it. We, as Americans, Should appreciate 

to answer such a question. 

se always been important 

was delivering 
glad you ask 
being given t! 

ly, tasked myself 
ie delivering orders. 

, because | have 
her students. 

help out my fami 

{often thi 

\ have to thin! 

no time to stu! 
Americans 

Hudson made. In many WAYS, he 

because he struggled 

work after school to me ends 
meel 

to study for final exams like 

bres ah
s is the very 

spirit of America. 
Because 

Hudson struggled as we are struggling --- fi 

rime these obstacles a5 Wer with a little help, wi 

overcome Ours ++ 

must never forget the 
served as 2 model for us, 

fes-like having tO 
and not having 

a at 



BITTER-PATTER DEPT. 

Mark Twain once said: ‘‘Everybody talks 
about the weather, but nobody does any- 
thing about it!” Well, Mark Twain was 
wrong! People are doing things about the 
weather every day... . namely, ridiculous 
things. Witness the following examples— 
in this next article which explores... 

PLASTIC 
RAINCOATS 

$2.98 
Comes In 

Convenient 
Packet 

Folds Away 
Neatly fa 
Pocket Or 
Briefcase 

Those Indian Rainmakers |] Yeah? Did p This morning, | watered the have nothing on me! | can|| you make ! jt lawn, washed the car, put on make it rain any time | |] this rain? ? my new suit, and forgot to want to! ike take along an umbrella... 



ANN 
WRITER & ARTIST: DAVID BERG 

It means the kids 
will be playing in 
the house all day! 

Look! It's | love it when it rains. | love what'sthe |[ | hate it 
when it 
rains! 

beginning to hear the pitter-patter of the matter? Don't 
torain... raindrops on the roof, and see you love it 

it running in little rivulets when it rains? 
down the window panes, and... 

{|| 
Zi 

Good! | was worried that you 
didn’t have sense enough to put 

on your raincoat and boots! 



Milton! There's someone eran But | left my robe 
at the front door—and ae in the bathroom laricak decesedt in the shower! there with yoult_ || faincoat... 

Answer it... : T | i] 

L : n | 

So put on your Good id 

EE] | 
} I 
4 

It was a long wait, but 
it was worth it! | got 

through the rain without | / 
getting my new dress wet! |/ 

**We knew DORIS DAY when she wos working Nights. 



Selma! | can't find my 
rubbers—or your boots— 

or the umbrella! 

We left them at Sidney's 
and Irma's house .. . 

Did you say | “¢ 
something? [@ ay 

I STILL can't hear 
you! You'll have to 
speak LOUDER! 

Hi, Mom! It started to pour so | ducked 
in out of the rain—and where do you 
think it was? The movie theatre! So as 

long as I'm waiting for it to stop, 
‘can | see the picture .. .? 

Sidney's and Irma’s! 
They left them at 

our house! 

Then whose rubbers and 
boots and umbrella 

are these. ..? 

1 SAID WIPE YOUR FEET 
BEFORE YOU COME IN! 

Don’t tell me about what a tough day 

you had at the office! I've been washing 

and hanging clothes out to dry all day! 
I'm so pooped, there's nothing in the 

world that can get me out of this chair! 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. PART | 

When Fidel (the man with the sword) ordered Antonio Prohias (the 
man with the pen) arrested for his anti-Castro cartoons, the Cuban 
artist fled to the U.S., where he now graces MAD’s pages with... 



BETTER READ THAN DREAD DEPT. 

There’s been some controversy lately as to whether the study of Communism should 
be included in our school curriculums. A lot of people seem to be afraid of the 
idea. Well, by George, we're not! Working under the assumption that knowledge is 

power, we all could get a heck of a lot stronger than the Reds merely by taking 
a good, long, honest look at them — just for laughs. Like f'rinstance in . . . 

ARTIST: JOE ORLANDO WRITER: PHIL HAHN 

GUIDE TO 

RUS Sia 
ALSO Sabot AS Eee U.S.S.R. 

(undermining gerade oh Tee Sores 

210} Sly 180] 94 @40}0q HAVW DINTAIVS MOUA OM, 



RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 
Before 1917, Russia was an “Empire”, 

and was ruled by “Czars”. Then came 
the two Russian Revolutions. In the 

first, the Peasants revolted against the 
Czars. In the second, the Communists 
revolted against the Peasants. The re- 
sult is that today, Russia has the most 
revolting government in the world. 

The old Czars who once ruled Rus- 
sia were mean, selfish, ruthless, cynical The Communist system of education and political 

. + indoctrination at the grass roots level has paid Noblemen. The 1917 Revolution did Gff for them, A staggering 105% of all eligible 
away with all that. Today, Russia is voters participated in the 1958 elections—and 
ruled by "Commissars”—who are mean, strange as it seems, they all voted “Communist”. 

selfish, ruthless, cynical Peasants. 
The Russian system of government is based on Karl Marx's "Communist Mani- 

festo," which might be described as a civics essay that got out of hand. In this 
treatise, Marx advised the workers of the world to arise. This was pretty ridiculous, 
since they'd been arising every morning for years, What they really wanted was to 
get a little rest! Marx claimed that Communism would lead to a Utopia which he 
called “The Classless Society.” It also has a name in the philosophical world. It's 
called “Hogwash.” 

Russian politics can best be understood by comparing them with American 
politics. For instance in America, to get votes, politicians have to kiss babies, and 
if they don't, the mothers can take their offices away from them, In Russia, the 
system is somewhat different. To get food, mothers have to kiss politicians, and 
if they don't, the politicians can take their babies away from them. 

In America, “Time For A Change” means the citizens are going to get rid of the 
current government and replace it with a new one. In Russia, it means the govern- 
ment is going to get rid of the citizens and replace them with new ones. If this 
sounds unbelievable, just remember what happened in Hungary in 1957. 

oz 

‘Basic Marxian principle is to “share the wealth” and make all citizens equal. Russian efforts 
to this end were sponsored by the Kremlin, and carried out by local Commissars, as seen below. 

_ BEFOR! AFTER COMMUNIST REVOLUTION 7 PEAS SE a me Ro 
ve Ee AS 

SE SIG 
ASANT PEASANT PEASANT PEASANT 

CZARIST PEASANT PEASANT PEASANT PEASANT COMMUNIST NOBLEMAN COMMISSAR 



THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE 

Russia's population is about 250,- 
000,000 people, which is broken down 
as follows: 1,000,000 workers, 49,000,- 
000 soldiers, 50,000,000 secret police 
and 99,000,000 spies, The other 1,000,- 
000 are currently in America, booked 
into Madison Square Garden by S. 
Hurok 

Visitors to Russia conclude that since 
Russians never smile, they are very 
serious-minded people. This is not true. 
The fact is, they love to smile. They 
just don't have anything to smile about! 
The common people of Russia fall into 

two categories: farm workers and fac- 
tory workers, Farm workers are assigned 
to groups which live and work together. 
They are told what to do by a Com- 
missar who has absolute control over 
their lives. In Russia, this is called "Col- 
lective Farming.” We once had something similar to this in America. It was called 
“Slavery!” Russian factory workers are not controlled quite as much as farm work- 
ers. On Collective Farms, workers either work or they ‘ 
however, they do not starve if they do not work. They're shot! In Russia, if you 

A portion of the famous “Iron Curtain’ around 
the U.S.S.R. Contrary to popular belief, the 
iron Curtain is not intended to keep Foreign 
People out. It is to keep Russian People IN! 

American Magazine photographers who go to Russia 
love to take pictures of grizzled old peasants — 
which give the impression that Russains live much 
longer than Americans. This is not true! It only 
seems longer. Collective farmer Dimitri Digaditch 
and wife, pictured above, are both 23 years old. 

rarve. In the factories, 

ask a worker, “How’s it going?”, and he 
answers, “I can't complain,” he’s not kid- 
ding. He really can’t! 

The Russian people are noted for 
their good health and physical prowess. 
This comes from getting lots of exer- 
cise, Russian men get exercise running 
from the Secret Police. Russian women 

get exercise running from Russian men, 
Russian “Amateur Athletes” get exer- 

cise carrying home the money the gov- 
ernment gives them, 

‘The average Russian's diet consists of 
three main staples: vodka, potatoes, and 
baloney. He gets the vodka from the 
State-controlled liquor stores, he gets , 
the potatoes from the State-controlled 
produce stores, and he gets the baloney 
from the State-controlled newspapers. 
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RUSSIAN 
LITERATURE 

Russia's heritage of fine literature is second to none. 
Communist leaders constantly brag about such men as 
Pushkin, Turgenev, Gogol, Chekhoy, Tolstoy, and Dos- 
toevsky, These were six Russian writers of great talent 
who were not afraid to speak their minds, who were 
not distracted from their goals by financial considera- 
tions, who were not beaten down by life, who were not 

intimidated by greatness, and who, mainly, were not 
Communists! By the 1917 Revolutions, these guys had 
either quit writing, or died, or both. 

Communist literature is almost totally made up of 
government propaganda, such as the following poem, 
“Ode To Glorious Heroes of Collective Farms”, by 

Sergei Bolstoi: 
Plant, reap, plant,reap, 
Pile the grain into a heap; 
Loyally bleeding hands and 
Loyally bunioned feet 
Working so we'll soon 
Be up to here in wheat; 
Tralatra la! GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED 

+ = . * « aie WRITERS! CONFERENCE In Russia, this sore of thing is called “Political Meni Weenie 
Awareness”. In America, it’s called " 

Bolstoi is known as'a “People’s Poet” because he writes about the common folks, 
and has the common man’s interests at heart. In fact, Bolstoi serves as an inspira- 
tion to all Communist poets, because he has had the common man's interest so 
much at heart that he now lives in a forty-room mansion in Pinsk, with ewenty- 
six servants, six Zim convertibles, and a swimming pool in the shape of Lenin 

EDUCATION 
Russian Education is controlled by 

ENGLISH LESSON the government, and is based upon the 
roo glee a eek intelligence of the child. 
PRESENT TENSE: KENNEDY IS For instance: 

A WAR: MONGER (1) A stupid child doesn't get to 
PAST TENSE: EISENHOWER 

WAS A WAR MONGER| school at all. 
FUTURE TENSE; NEXT U.S (2) An average child goes to trade 

PRESIDENT WILL BE A 1 $ A eee school and learns a useful skill, 
like making Hydrogen Bombs. 

(3) An above-average child goes to 
Y the University and studies Sci- 

Vic ence, so he can invent even bigger 
Hydrogen Bombs. 

(A) A brilliant child goes to Siberia 
because he can be dangerous! 

Russian education includes what Communists call 
“Political Indoctrination.” We have another, mot 
accurate name for it! We call it “Brain-Washing’ 



CULTURE 
ART 

Russian art is subsidized by the Government, thus solving the artist's age-old 
problem of how to pay the grocery bill. This system however, creates new prob- 
lems, since the Government now has a certain amount of control over all artistic 
endeavors, F'rinstance, the paintings below were the winners in the 1961 Moscow 
Art Festival, judged by N. Khrushchev. 

GREEK GOD OUR FOUNDER 
AT REST 

ENTERTAINMENT 
wo In Russia, there is one man who con- 

. DUE I 
ZEUS RAMPANT BEAUTY DISTILLED 

trols every phase of entertainment, He 
is like Frank Sinatra in this country. He 
is the “Commissar of Culture”. And 
what he says goes. For instance, in Amer- 
ica, a drama critic might say: “You 
will like the new play that opened last 
night.” In Russia, the Commissar of 
Culture will put it like this: “You 
WILL like the new play that opened 
last night — OR ELSE! |" 

Most Russian entertainment is very 

Humor is not outlawed in the Soviet Union. The bad because it is controlled by stupid 
government merely exercises a subtle influence people who have no knowledge of 
over subject matter. There are many “comedians” what's good or bad, and who merely use 
like Boris Bergenskov, shown here entertaining ie to further their own ends, In shore, 
in Moscow. (Note: Mr. Bergenskov is on the left. ae a i 
Man on right is subtle government influence.) it’s like American television. 

The Russian Government, (@ 
anxious to preserve old 
customs and traditions, 
often sponsors many gay 
Folk Dancing Festivals 
like this one, held in 
Pinsk on May Day, 1961. 



RUSSIAN SCIENCE 

SCIENCE 

Russian science, al- 
though relatively young, 
has made great strides 
in the past twenty years, 
This is the result of im- 
portant scientific discov- 
eties, The most impor- 
tant of these discoveries 
was the fact that they 
can obtain a copy of any 
United States patent for 
a quarter, which is a 
heck of a lot cheaper 
and faster than doing Russian rocket research has made great advances 
their own research. An- 
other important Russian 
discovery was that 

since World War Il, Russian missile experts are 
very smart. Mainly, they speak perfect German! 

American nuclear secrets could be stolen. Breakthroughs like these have enabled 
Russia to take great leaps forward since World War II. It is interesting to note 

This impressive monument is a tribute to Samovar 
Samovnovitch, a “Labor Hero” who once tightened 
3,728 bolts in one hour at the Pushkin Piston 
Plant. However, the memorial is not symbolic of 
Samovar's achievement, but his mental condition. 

that the goals of Russian 
science are very differ- 
ent from the goals of 
American science. Soviet 

science works toward 
developing bigger and 
more terrifying weapons 
of war, like hydrogen 
bombs—while American 
science works toward de- 
veloping bigger and 
more terrifying weapons 
of peace, like television 
sets. Therefore, Russian 
science is destructive, 
while American science 
is merely disgusting, 



AND INDUSTRY 

INDUSTRY S 

Soviet industry is de- 
voted almost entirely to 
military production, As 
a result, there is an in- 
teresting paradox in 
Russian industry: A 
worker spends his day in 
a modern factory mak- 
ing the world’s most 
technologically advanced 
weapons, and at quit- 
ting time he has to walk 
home to his wife who is 
cooking on a wood- 
burning stove in a two- 
room apartment they 
share with four other 

The Russian Garment Industry sets its own fashions. 
For instance, Russian women wear their skirts much 
longer than American women. About 20 years longer! 

families. Russia has no union problems, mainly because they have no unions, In 
Russia, everybody works for the government. As a result, if a Russian worker 

One of the few small industries left in Russia, 
the Dullgrad Shoe Works employs only 5 people: 
1 Commissar, 2 Propaganda Agents, 1 Clerk for 
filling out government forms, and 1 Shoemaker. 
The factory specializes in making unique shoes 
with steel heels, which are very uncomfortable 
to wear, but excellent for pounding tables with. 

doesn't like his job, he 
isn’t creating a labor 
dispute—he’s creating 
Treason! 

Russia's biggest ex- 
port (aside from Stron- 
tium-90, which they've 
been giving away free 
lately in the form of 
fallout) is cattle. Ac 
least we assume it's cat- 
tle. Because we recently 
heard a high Russian 
government official 
brag about the huge 
amount of “bull” his 

country ships overseas, 
mostly to the uncom- 
mitted nations, 



FAMOUS RUSSIAN RULERS 
JOSEPH STALIN 

Joseph Stalin, like many American movie: stars and criminals, changed his 
name to further his career, When he joined the revolutionary movement, he 
took the name of “Stalin”, which means "Full of Steel”. He considered this more 

glamorous than his real name, “Dzugashvili”, which presumably means full of 
"Dzugash.” Before Stalin took over the Communist Party, it was full of idealistic, 

humanitarian, peace-loving elements who had trouble running the government. 
So Stalin stepped in and showed them 

how to govern efficiently and effectively. 
He simply took the idealistic, humanita- 
rian, peace-loving elements out and had 
them shot, 

Stalin's biggest problem was that he had 
trouble expressing himself. As a result, 

most people frequently got the wrong idea 
about him. For example, at Yalta he said 

that he would cooperate with his World 

War Il Allies in rebuilding Europe. The 
Allies thought that, by this, he meant he 
would cooperate with them in rebuilding 
Europe. What he really meant was that, Silla at Yalta Conference. Note nervous 
given the chance, hed enslave as much of Mey tossing manners which avaye 
Europe as he could get his hands on. his word of honor to the Western Allies, 

NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV 

Nikita Khrushchev is the current ruler of the Soviet Union, Unlike Joseph 

Stalin, he has no trouble expressing himself. His problem is that he can't seem 
to keep his big mouth shuc, 

Khrushchev's fat face and rotund physique give him the appearance of being 
an overgrown baby. The fact that he threw a temper tantrum when he couldn't 

go to Disneyland only added to this image, as did his childish shoe-pounding 
demonstration at the U. N. Oh, well, we're 

all children at heart! It's just that the So- 

viet Dictator has bigger toys to play with 
than most kids! Like Bulgaria, Roumania, 

Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Lacvia, Poland, 

Hungary, East Germany and Cuba, to 
name just a few! 

Mr. Khrushchev is known for his state- 
ment to the American people that he will 
“bury” us. This should not be taken as 

an idle boast, for he has already buried 1 on 
thousands of Poles, Czechs, East Ger- Khrushchev at the U.N. disproves theory 

mans, and Hungarians—not to mention a that all fussian atten heh ane 
goodly number of his fellow Russians, In- the room. He seemed to have ego trouble 
cluding Stalin, whom he buried twice! —and wouldn't leave the room at all. 



TOURING THE U.S.S.R. 

There are many things that 
Americans who want to visit 

Russia should know. The most 

important thing they should 
know is that they're out of 
their minds to want to visit 

Russia! 

There are several kinds of 

tourist accommodations in 

Russia, of varying quality. 
Generally speaking, they run 
the gamut from “impossible” 
all the way up to “inade- 
quate”. Hotel rooms are fur- 
nished only with what the 
Russian government considers 
the bare necessities. These in- 

clude: a bed, a lamp, a chair, 
a wastebasket, and 17 con- 
cealed microphones, To an 
American, this may seem a bit 
inconvenient, but it does have 

one good point: if you want 
to lodge a complaint, you 
don’t have to go down to the 
police station. Just sit in your 
room, and say what you have 
on your mind—they'll be list- 
ening! 

One thing about touring 
Russia is that the govern- 
ment makes it very easy for 
you to plan your itinerary. 
They tell you all the places 
you can’t go. There's not much 
left. And there's little danger 

of getting lost in Russia. If 
you're ever in doubt, you can 
always get directions from 
one of the government agents 
who'll be tailing you 

SCHMINSK—THE S, HUROK CULTURAL EXCHANGE CENTER 

Established in 1960, this foundation is staffed 
with 175 psychologists, philosophers and other 
scholars, and is dedicated to trying to figure 
out just what “Porgy and Bess” was all about. 

MOSCOW—THE BUREAU OF OVERSEAS CULTURAL RESEARCH 

——— 
This imposing structure, recently completed at 
a cost of 12 million rubles, houses a branch 
of the vast Russian Spy Network. The task of 
this bureau's 2400 employees is to compile a 
complete and accurate set of color photos of 
“Disneyland” so Khrushchev can build his own. 



ROBIN HOOD-WINKED DEPT. 

PRESENTING... A SPECIAL “MAD” VERSION OF THOSE FAMILIAR TALES OF | : 
“ROBIN HOOD AND HIS MERRY MEN” BY THAT OLD BANDIT FROM WAY BACK— 9 



nce upon 
( a time, 

a band 
of Merry Men 
lived deep in 
Sherwood Forest. 
They were all 
hale and hearty 
fellows — who 
always enjoyed 
a rousing good 
song... 

‘BUNA PUD Apoay Som Oy AY 13GV YILTVM MOLT OM... 

he leader ‘oe, -——_ 

of of this \ ( Db a 

band of \ 4 
Merry Men was 
a dashing rogue 
named Robin Hood 
... who was by 
far the best 
bowman in all 
Nottingham... 

BANKS 
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1 ee we SA \ 
MI] were ingenious Be % 
fils in the methods 

they devised to - 
send lightning- 
fast messages 
across miles of 
dense overgrowth 
to their hide-out 
deep in Sherwood 
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nother 
A method 

of quick 
communication 

was the horn. 
Often, even 
a single note 
of the horn 
would bring 
instant 

action... 

ae, obin Hood 
K was well 

loved by 
the simple folk 
and despised by 
the nobility — 
because it was 
known throughout 
the countryside 
that what he stole 
from the rich he 
gave to the poor... 
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Stand ye back, 
varlet...and 
let the better 

- of the tales of 
“Robin Hood and 

MM} his Merry Men” 
is the one in 
which Robin Hood My, 
first encounters 
Little John... \ 
on a narrow foot 

BF Ny ca ee SLT NE eet 

Sa 

salaek 

ue 



hen there was the 
Of time Robin Hood 

won the King’s 
private archery match in 
one of his clever disguises 

eee OWEVEr, 
rh every 

now and 
then, one of 
Robin Hood’s 
Merry Men was 
captured, and 
sentenced to 
death on the 

i So |'ve got a noose around my 
# |neck! Do you think I'm worried? 

& | Why, in the nick of time, one 
K | of the Merry Men will split the 

fk | rope with an arrow, and I'll be 
free again.. .ho-hum 

Now, Little 
John! NOW! 

You blithering 
N idiot! Can't you | — 

see any morel! 
Give me that bow! 

) BARAK 
AIK: 3c 



CHAIRMAN OF THE BROAD DEPT. 

Here we go again with our fictionalized version of things 
we’d probably find if we were to examine the contents of 

a 

Pr ELEBRITI S WALL 
ARTIST: JACK RICKARD 

SCHEDULE OF SUMMIT MEETINGS THIS SEASON 

We will all get together, and run up on 
stage to do our act, interrupting the 

following performances: 

EDDIE FISHER at THE SANDS in LAS VEGAS 
SOPHIE TUCKER at THE FONTAINEBLEAU in MIAMI 
VAN CLIBURN at CARNEGIE HALL in NEW YORK 
BILLY GRAHAM at THE COLISEUM in L.A. 
SAMMY CAHN'S NEPHEW'S BAR-MITZVAH 
THE 87th SESSION OF CONGRESS 

Pe eua thie out U Daan, Siemeg, Pat 

thee ata vor eae cola Ce 

eg LUE CROSS HOSPITALIZATION PLANpeey 
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Los Angeles, California 
A Non-Profit (after huge administrative salaries) Medical Plan 

Mr. Frank Sinatra 
"The Pad on the Hill" 
Coldwater Canyon Drive 

We have received your request and we 
appreciate your interest. However, we can 
not insure the individuals you have listed 
under a "Group Rate." 

If you and your organization members 
desire Hospitalization Insurance, they 
will have to become associated with an 
established corporation in order to 
qualify for any "Group Plan." 

They cannot, however, join as members 
of "The Clan." 

WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN 

THUGS To BLY TadAy 
2000 Shates fg, EA Slhcaee Kectake— 

_ $000 Shatia Ff deudeo Dewees 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
Washington, D.C 

hI CL, 
380, 900 VOTES 

mega 
tp 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES 

TRAFFIC VIOLATION SUMMONS 2 

MODEL CAR: Dual Ghia 

LICENSE NO: ee S £ 2) 4+ 

VIOLATION: Mega! Paning. 

rce_Onlepfa Marge 
"FINE: $25. 00 

orricatine orricer A. Buta po- 

**We knew SANDRA DEE when she was getting F's 



IDENTIFICATION 
NAME: __Z2asge StieaZie, 
ADDRESS: _2eree of goer Susexcces. / 
PHONE: _24o- cece gown Cecorvene xz 

OCCUPATION: zZ : 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, NOTIFY: 

Autom sieges pele, 

y MORRIS GELSTON, MD. 

Suite 1230 Westw
ood Medical Building 

see Westwood, California 

ro Whom It May Concern: 

that oY 
on Feb. 17th, 
Club openings 

; 
in he begee' , 

althovetne best interest 
and not 

atient, Sammy 
th, 1962, the o certify 

and was put , was ill 
our Night 

orders- 
felt it was 

@ remain theres 
stances - 

This is t 
Davis, J r 
right of ¥ 
to bed under ®Y 
nd pleaded» 

2 his health that 1 

jeave under any circum 

Sincerely yours, 

' 

Morris Geiston, M D. 

SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM 
NOTICE OF CLASSIFICATION 

Fhe Jack Daniels Distilling Corp. 

SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT CARD 
This special 10% discount is limited to quantity 
users of Jack Daniels Tennessee Sour Mash Whiskey. 
It is presented to Restaurants, Liquor Stores and 
Hotels who have purchased more than two thousand 
five hundred gallons during the past fiscal year. 

10% Discount is Authorized to: 

FILL IN NAME OF QUANTITY USER 

FRANCIS ALBERT SINATRA 

Ea a7| [6 has 

to heavy penalty for violation, to carry 
this notice, in addition to your ration Certificate, on yo 
all times—to exhibit it_upon request to authorized officials—to 
to your commanding officer upon entering the armed forces, 

‘The law also requires you to notify your local board in w 
change (1) in your addr in your physical con 
your occupational, marital, family, dependency, and mili 

FOR ADVICE, SEE YOUR GOVERNMENT APPEAL 
SSS Form No. 110 



**We knew JANIS PAIGE before she turned over a New Leaf 
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UP FOR ADAPTION DEPT. 

History will one day note that the greatest contradiction of our age was the fantastic race to pre- 
pare man for those alien conditions of space which could destroy him, while paying no attention to 
those alien conditions on Earth which were doing the very same thing. The fact is, pure and simple, 
that the human body cannot long endure our new scientifically-advanced way of life without suffering 

MAD'S JO 

FUTURE PHYSIC 
BOWLER’S DROOPITIS 

A common occupational disease of the constant bowler, in 
which one arm begins to hang noticeably longer than the 
other. Nothing can be done for this condition, except to 
start bowling with the other arm until both arms are of 
equal length—then take up ping-pong. You'll be a champ! 

CYCLOPS EYE-ITIS 

Persistent viewing 
of one television 
channel can lead 
to this condition, 
caused by excessive 
identification with 
that channel. This 
situation can be 
easily rectified by 
channel-switching 
—or, in the case of 
moreauthoritarian 
families, shutting 

the darn set off 
altogether! 

An extreme condition in which thumbs and forefingers are 
flattened by a highly-tense, nervous method of gripping 
coins in a neurotic, rebellious and unrealistic attitude 
toward parking meters, turnstiles, and other coin devices. 



some physical effects. Already this new age is taking its toll. Witness the recent medical reports 
of “TV Legs’—caused by the lack of circulation in the lower extremities resulting from prolonged 
daily watching of TV while sitting in chairs. Other, more serious conditions are sure to arise, and 
—if we all live and be well—we may someday be seeing the following . . . as fully reported in... 

URNAL OF ' ee, 

AL AFFLICTIONS 
STUDENTS NECK ANVIL NOSE 

This disease 

is becoming 
more and more 
prevalent in 
our modern 
society, and 
is the direct 
result of the 
increased use 
of all-glass, 
electric-eye 
doors in new 
buildings — 
that don't 
always work! 

HAPPY PILLITIS 

This condition arises in students assigned to do 
book reports who, quite nacurally, search library 
shelves for the thinnest books possible. However, 
thin books all have titles printed sideways along 
the edge. This means long hours of searching with ALA 

The progressive softening of the facial features and the 
virtual disappearance of the bony structure of the head, 
caused by the frequent and improper use of tranquilizers. 

the head tilted to one side. The large amount of 
cases of “Students Neck” reported indicates the 
need for fatter book reports. This disease is not 

to be confused with a recent report entitled... DO STUDENTS NECK 2 ec 

**We knew DINAH SHORE betore she hit the Coost 

33 
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SUBWAY CAR-CINOMA OF THE ELBOW MIAMI SQUINT 

The abnormal 
development of 
this painful 
elbow callous 
is a result of 
many years of 
infighting in 
subway cars and 
crowded busses. 
Note close-up 
photo of elbow: 

In some cases 
this callous 
forms on the 
knee, in which 
case, patient 
should really 
be locked up 

apa ue Overexposure to an excessive amount of platinum blondes 
reflecting brilliant sunlight at winter resorts can lead 
to this rare disease...a form of topical snowblindness. 

HIGHBALL LIP ACUTE DECIBELITIS 

Severe changes in the bony structure of the head caused by 
Advanced distortion of the upper lip caused by excessive frequent attacks of clearer, louder and sharper “High 
drinking at cocktail parties and social gatherings. ‘The Fidelicy” systems, resulting in a sort of “Stereophonic Bludg- 
constant slamming of highball ice cubes against the upper eoning”. Condition can be checked by placing “Hi-Fi” 
lip causes large formations of scar tissue and callouses. speakers directly above and below misshapen music lover. 

**We knew JUDY HOLLIDAY before she wos Celebrated. 



UNDERARM WILDLIFE 

Vigorous and continuous application of various deodorants 
rolled-on, poured-on, rubbed-on and sprayed-on cultivates 
large varieties of wildlife in that naturally-moist area 

STUFFED DERMA-TITIS 

The consistent daily routine of logging long hours before 
the TV set in a chair can, over the years, result in this 
condition. Circulation to legs is curtailed, and finally 
by-passed altogether. The rest of the body gets more than 
its share, which brings on this “Jelly Apple on a Stick” 
appearance. It is suggested that sufferers develop habit 
of stomping around room during the commercials. A better 
suggestion is to develop habit of stomping television set. 

ENLARGED DENTURE BREADTH 

Modern tendency to 
talk excessively and 
laugh hysterically 
—plus the growing 
dependency on the 
latest liquid food 
diets—just does not 
give the upper teeth 
enough chances to 
come in contact with 
the lower teeth for 
the natural grinding 
process, Therefore, 
the teeth continue 
to grow to this 
ridiculous length! 

This frightening disease is caused by consistent holding 
of transistor radio to only one side of head. As a result, 
the ear starts to grow until ic engulfs the radio. This 
condition is desired by most transistor radio fans, since 
it eventually leaves both hands free. However, there is a 
danger involved if this condition is allowed to persist — 
mainly, once it has engulfed and digested the radio, the 
ear will now devour anything it can reach! Like the head! 
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ARTIFICIAL DISSEMINATION DEPT. 

Every once in a while, we get to wondering just what 
kind of thinking goes into the creation of some of 
the absurd product-names that are advertised today. 
Namely, what these names they've come up with have 
to do with the purpose of the product beats us! So 
we've dreamed up our own MAD version of 5 Madison 
Avenue “Brain-Storming Sessions” which resulted in— 

THE BIRTH OF A 
THE HOUSEHOLD CLEANSER 

Gentlemen, our client has come up with anew | | ,How about | like “Mr. Hold it! Hold it! This is gettin 
household product designed to clean out sinks, P| Mr. Whiz"? Spotless”! dis nowherel What we feed tsaltrest tile, porcelain, and mainly the consumer's" | Ws now point of view! Smedley—ask that 

pocketbook! We've got to think of a catchy es a window washer to come inside . . . 
name for it! Something new and different! Mrs: Sheent'! 

i U 
we, “Mr. Gallagher"! Ki 

Choke! I Keep trying— 
How Cough-Coughl! 
about We'll get it! 

“Cloud""? 

Men—we've got to create a brilliant name Here it comes! ]] Coff-Coff .. . 
for our client's new spray deodorant . . . No, shout out | What do you 
so I've decided to try something different your immediate think of 
this time. Namely, we're going to stay in i impressions— 
this sealed room, inhaling its fragrance, 

in hopes that it will inspire us... 

Gasp... 
“Heaven 



( = \ 

i 

AND NAME 
WRITER: WALTER FARLEY ARTIST: GEORGE WOODBRIDGE 

LY foe 
=) What happened? By George, h 

Smedley— 
That's IT! 

When | opened the 
window, | knocked 
him off the ledge! 
H-he's falling... 
Straight down . . . 
Boy, look at him 
travel! Just like 

b | 
Bleachos out sti" i 
Kil household 9@77° | 

mols oiam s6UIY) LOY 1S¥d GUYMOH “80% OM... 

aN Veet 
Gakk! Choke! |} Please, T.B.! aie You ...you gotta 

“Cloud” is || Gagg! Let's f} | know it's—Gasp— make him stop it, || That's it, 
okay with Huse “Cloud! || tough, men... but T.B.! 1 can't §} Finster! 

ne tee We atill haven't 4 stand it anymore! [| That's it! | 
got it. Keep... G trying! Tell Charlie to— |, 
asp... t 

itt 



THE HAND SOAP 

Men, our client has spared no expense to 
bring us here, in hopes we might come up| 
with a name for his new soap which will 
express the clear, clean, sweet-smelling 
atmosphere of this tropical island . . . 

THE BOURBON WHISKEY 

° 

How about 
having 

your wife 

Men, I've set up our brand-naming 
session in the privacy of my own 

home*bar so that we might come up 
witha name for the new whiskey 
our clients want to introduce! 

They want us to dream up some- 
#]| thing which will appeal to the 
fy] ladies as well as the men! So 

drink up, and let's get to work! 

“Better Homes [Jl what I don't know! We were 
and Zibbles"! Ul happened in the middle of this 

ae conference . . . trying 
7 7 to come up with a name 
Ladies: Home for our client's new Gazingus""! 

magazine . .. and he 
just went to pieces! 

ca 

ll 7 

Sir—not 
to change 

Ahh, that old bat, she does 
not approve of drinking! 
Pour out another roun’, 

Barton an’ Ie’s get into the 
shwing of it! Remember, 

“The Saturday 
Evening Zorbb”"! 

ono 
“Show Business 
Fumulgigated""!! 

1 car 

“Living For Young 
Fershlugginers 

ZZ |IN\ ASS 
Look around you, men! There must| 
be something to inspire a name fo 
a product that will clear up your 

complexion, eliminate odors, and 
in some cases, even remove dirt! 

How abou’ 
“Two Roses’! 

Women like to be 
ashoshiated with 

sof’, delicate 
things, A.A.! How 

Better shtill! 
“Three Roses"! 

What kind of a 
magazine will 

We're not quite 
sure! It's a big 
secret—and he 

was the only one 
who knew! 



Sir—not to 
change the 
subject, but 
| have looked 
around and— 

Perkins! | get the distinct 
impression that you're not 
with us completely in this 

brainstorming session! Just 
what's bothering You? 

Sir . . . | get the distinct 

impression that we better 
forget this brainstorming 
session before it’s too 

late! Mainly because that 
volcano there is about to 
erupt all over this clean, 

clear, sweet-smelling 
tropical island, covering 

us all with 

you've 
got it, 
Perkins! 

‘siu@> Uo @pow ays 810}0q STIOHDIN VUVSAVE MOU} OM. 

Thash it, 
AA... - 
Thash it! 

“Sheven 
Roses'’? 

See! Wha‘d | tell 
you! My wife don’ 
approve of drinkin’! 
She's nuthin’ but 
anol’. ..anol'— 

Arnold! What's going on 
here! You're supposed to 
be working . . . not getting 
stoned with those drunken 
employees of yours! Get 
out of here! All of you! 

“Shixteen 
Roses'’?? 

“Everywoman’s 
Family Argument’! 

“The Reader's 

What kind of a 
magazine would 
make a great 

Madison Avenue 
talent like 

him go off the 
deep end . . .? 

Look! He's 
waving a 
piece of 
paper... 

It says, “This new magazine 
will be devoted to Humor & 
Satire! It's main stock-in- 
trade will be to make fun 
of—” Oh, no! Get this!! 

“MADISON AVENUE ADS!"" 

No wonder 
That's 

enough to 
drive any 
advertising 

BUILD UP YouR Ego wiry 

IDs] 



DAMES AND DOZE DEPT. 

There's an old adage which says: “In the Spring, a 
young man’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts of what 
he's been thinking about all Winter . . . Love!’ Well, 
we figure this goes for older men, too! Except that 
an older man is usually “set’’ in his way, and when 
his fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love . . . it’s 
usually a pretty personal fancy. In other words, it 
reflects his own standards of beauty. You will see 
what we mean when you examine this portfolio of 

DREAM G 
FRIMKIN BROS. ae 
KCOMAAINT DERE, | é Gigs: 

. 

**We knew NATALIE WOOD when she Wouldn't 
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JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. PART II 

Here’s another installment of that friendly rivalry between the man in black and 
the man in white, both dedicated to the “cause” . . . of outwitting each other as — 

AA a 

knew TARZAN before he became a Monkey's Uncle 



COPS AND RODGERS DEPT. 

For a long time now, we've been wondering why Broadway doesn’t do a musical dealing with the Prohi- 

bition Era in Chicago, when racketeers ran wild, and people were killed every day. The reason we've 

been wondering about this is not because it’s such a hot idea, but because we got this parody of 

“South Pacific” kicking around—and it’s our sneaky way of palming it off on you. So here goes with 

SOUTH CHICAGO 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 

7s 
w 

ACT |, SCENE |: The gangster hideout of “Southside Looey”—during the “Roaring 
90's” 

2 F Southside Looey is duh town's top hood! || He makes a bundle pushin’ bootleg rye! Southside Looey lives off crime and graft! 

Southside Looey is duh town's top hood! || He makes a bundle pushin’ bootleg rye! Southside Looey lives off crime and graft! 

He kills people like a top hood should; || He takes us with him to make sure they buy; || He talks tougher even than George Raft; 

So don't get in his way! So don’t get in his way! So don't get in his way! 

> Y 

* Sung to the tune of “Bloody Mary | I Love” 
CRERIA eet 

——— 

Geez, fellas! Dat 
was a real nice 

Y sentimental tribute 

f4 t' be singing t’ me 
on my boitday! Now 

if only | could rub 
out my arch rival, 
Northside Charlie, 
I'd have control of 
“Chi”, an’ be duh 
happiest mug in 

de woild! 

We got sumpin’ || For me? A at We wuz gonna give yuh 
else for you, present? | ! Aw, a set of monogrammed 

Boss! Duh gang || can't wait brass knuckles, but 
all chipped in |] t' see what we couldn't spell 
for dis present! || yuh got me! yer initials! 

z Geez... 

Okay, Charlie! If 
yuh wanna keep o} 

livin’, den start 
talkin’... ! 

No dice, Looey! 
in || Northside Charlie 

never squealed on 
nobody... an’ you 
can't make mel! 



‘Oh, yeah! 
Tell him, 

3 U Better talk 
Or else we'll make you talk! 
Talk about all de jobs you done! 
If you refuse to squeal— 
If we don’t hear your spiel— 
Then with you we'll 

have a little fun! 

Talk about your hooch! LE Better talk 
Scotch an’ rye an’ gin! Or else we'll make you talk! 
Who you get it from, Talkin’ is what we all adore! 

you rotten slob! We hope your answer's “Yes!” 
Talk about the cops! So, pretty please, confess! 
How they move right in— | | Or else you'll never have 

Stop it! Please! Stop it! 
I can’t stand it! 

Stop what? We ain't 
even begun to woik 
you over yet... ! Just before we start to talk no more! 

to pull a job! w 

ee 

Aw, c'mon, Charlie! 
Tell us how duh cops 
always get wind of 
our plans! After 
all, we did say 

“pretty please”! 

| Why, ain'tcha heard, Looey? | 
It's all over town! Your 
moll, Flossie, has been 
nestlin’ up to Lt, Farfel 
of duh Rackets Squad! 

Dat's a lie! Dat's a 
rotten stinkin’ lie! 

Why Flossie wouldn't 
two-time me! 

—— 

Or would she... ? 
good, Flossie! We're 

| mean, stop duh singin’! 
| Your barytones are off-key, 

an’ it's etd t my earst 

ACT I, SCENE Il: 
A small park on i the edge of the city 

meres ee sesame 
Vtell you, it's no Idon’tcareifyou |g 

are acop! I’m nuts # 
about you, an’ this 

is my one big chance 
to find happiness! 

not right for each || 

I've been used 
Like a boarding-house 

washrag; 
Slung around 
Like an old kitchen mop! 
No more a doll 
Who is some gangster's moll! 
Ihave found me a 

clean-living cop! 

UT am tired and sick 
Of just being a chick 

Of some slick racketeer! 
| don’t want just a guy 

Who is bootlegging rye 
While | ery in my beer! 
SS 

| am flipping 
Like freshly-caught herring! 
I'm bubbling over 
Like warm soda pop! 
Let me explain 
Why I'm going insane: 

=} I'm in love, I'm in love, 
!'m in love, I'm in love, 
I'm in love with a 

clean- sil cop! 

l've been tossed 
Like a sackful of sugar; 
Whirled around 
Like an old airplane prop! 
Now | am warm 
For a blue uniform! 
'have found mea 

clean-living cop! 

SSan tele d ‘Wonder Guy” 
Wir, 

Why wouldn't it 
work? Why can’t 

you give ita 
chance? Why do 

you talk like 
that? Why don’t 
you sing your 

big number and 
explain it to me 

already? 

It won't work, 
Flossie! 
who's spent his 

life hunting down 
vicious, detestable 
criminals! Your're a 
gangster's moll! 

|Our backgrounds are 
worlds apart. It 

would never work! 



had to be taught 

had to be taught 

To stamp out crime! 
To hate every crook 

Who ever did time! 

That they're filthy as slime! 

i I had to be taught 
That thugs aren't nice! 

‘That hoodlums and punks 
Must pay the price! 

l once plugged my brother 
For jay-walking twice! 

I had to be carefully taught! I had to be carefully taught! 

jamal 

2 
Uy had to be taught 

That crime doesn't pay! 

ACT Il, SCENE I: 

That night, in Sidney's Speakeasy 
To lay down the law, 

And not shy away! 
| once turned my mother 

In to the D.A.! 
For thinking a criminal thought! 
| had to be carefully taught! 

been tossit 

as fast as 
can set ‘em 

Whatsa matter, 
Flossie? You 

de drinks down 

| got troubles, 
Sidney! Man 

in’ || Troubles! And 
there's only 

I ‘one way to 
up! || get him out 

1 Lit 1 

I'm gonna drink that fink 
Right outta my life! 

I’m gonna drink that fink 
Right outta my life! 

Um gonna drink that fink 
Right outta my life— 

And fall flat on my face! 

us 
I'm gonna belt that booze 

Until | can't walk! 
I'm gonna belt that booze 

Until | can't walk! 
I'm gonna belt that booze 

Until | can't walk— 
And fall flat on my face! 

\\ 
\ 

ur 
Set ‘em up! f] Set'em up! 
Set 'em up! | | Set 'em up! You'll get blind! 
re Out of your mind— 

A Drink ‘er down! 
Drink ‘er down! ran seee! 
Drink ‘er down! 

Drink ‘er down! 

of my system! 

\'m gonna drink that fink [4 
Right outta my life! 

I'm gonna drink that fink 
Right outta my life! 

I'm gonna drink that fink 
Right outta my life 

And fall flat on my face! 

wef “I'm Genta Wash Tht Wen | 

Haw! Dis whole 
musical is 

I'm “Big Mik 
Charlie's “‘Number-One Hood"'! 
We decided to sorta protect 
you—like until Southside 

You ain't fallin’ 
anywhere but 
straight outta |Z 
here, Flossie! 

You can't do this to me, 
you crumby punk! Kidnapping 

is against the law! 



ACT II, SCENE Il: 
Back at Southside Looey’s hideout 

3 Ahunderd an’ one 
Slugs o’ fun! 
Dat's my trusty Tommy Gun! 

Whuddawe gonna 

do, Boss? Boss, | say we 
Northside should rub ‘em 

Charlie’s mob’s all out! = 
got Flossie! 

if yuh ask me, 

Whenever a slob 
Fi rom some mob An’ when | start in pumpi 
Needs a perforation j I'll see dose pugs 
1 use Tommy, an’ | feel all right! || Catchin’ slugs— 

Slumpin’ an’ thumpin’! 

l Dis heater is really sumpi 

Whenever some rat 
Starts to chat— 
Tommy answers “Rat-tat-tat!” 
When | hear there's a job t’ be done, 
You can bet I'll have some fun 
With Tommy Gun! 

Don’ mean a rifle! 

You can bet I'll have some fun 
With Tommy Gun! 

Naw! Dis ain't no 
time for fun and 

like dis requires 
somethin’ special! 

% ~— We got Tommy Guns dat fire 
Ninety bullets at a clip! 
We got blackjacks an’ brass knuckles 
An’ a shotgun dat’s a pip! 

ur 
We got telescopic rifles 
Dat we hardly gotta aim! 
But now an’ den... 

We can take ’em for a ride! 
We can let go with a blast! 
We can dump 'em in duh river 
With cement so dey’ll sink fast! 

We can push 'em down a shaftway! 
We can lock ‘em in a chest! 
But now and den... 
A frame woiks best! 

‘have made a careful 
and lengthy study! 

Murder’s good except it 
gets the place all bloody! 

There is nuthin’ like a frame! 
Nuthin’ in the woild! 
There is nuthin’ you can name, 
Dat will finish 'em like a frame! 

| got it all woiked out! First, we let 
Northside Charlie go free, first makin’ 

sure dat he swears by duh Criminal’s Code 
of Honor t’ bump off Flossie—who is, as. 

we know, a two-timing “‘cop-lover"! But at 
de same time, we tip off Lt. Farfel dat 
Charlie is plannin’ t’ bump off Flossie! 
In dis way, Farfel takes care of Charlie 

an’ his gang, an’ we ain't got no murder 
rap on our hands! Now, untie Charlie, 

bring him here, an’ lemme alone with him! 



Yuh held me here 
all day, Looey! 
Aint’cha about 
ready to bump 

What makes you 
t'ink | wanna 
bump you off, 

Charlie! 
Actually, | 

got a pleasant 
surprise for 

_ 

SEES 

An’ | got one for youse! 
Mainly dis revolver, which 

| kept conceated in my truss! 

|| up with your On what grounds? | 
got a permit to 

You're under carry a gun! An’ 
arrest! LY by duh way—how'd | 

Sy you manage to bust 
ZA in here at duh 

exact critical 

hands, Charlie! 

How do you 
feel, Looey? 
Any last 

regrets ...? 

1 had my men follow Flossie, 
4 and when your boys kidnapped | 

her, we moved into your hideout 
and nabbed your whole gang. | 
Then Flossie led us here... 

— 2 y 

**We knew JULIE LONDON 
EE S 

Just one, copper! Mainly 
dat | am unable, because 

of duh two slugs in my gut, 
t' deliver my big solo number, 
“Some Explosive Evening”, 
which is sung t’ duh tune of 
“Some Enchanted Evening”! 

He's dead, || Yes, Flossie! 

isn’t he? 

What about 
|| But that's how || me, copper? 

most crooks 

Sid ii) 

You, Charlie, 
are goingto 

* end up 
"| somewhere else: 
ie 

= % Alcatraz awaits you— 
y On that rock, in that bay! 

KH Once you're there, “You don't need 
There's no escaping! 
You will stay! 

A You will stay! 

Alcatraz is calling— 

Hear it shout through the gloom! 

reservation! 
je've got room! 

“We've got room!” 

DF Your own special cell! 
Your own racketeers! 
Living together 

For 99 years! 

Alcatraz is saying— 
From that rock on that bay, 

“Come to me, 
“Your special island, 
‘For a free holiday!” 

Alcatraz! Alcatraz! Alcatraz! | \\a NS 
WS 

MAN-THESE KIDS 
ARE GONNA FORCE ME 
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NO LONGER A FARCE IN THE CROWD! 
(Mainly, the crowd here at MAD!) 

— 
AGNE> 

te) 

UNE) 
MADDEST 

NOW... 

DON 
MARTIN 
STEPS 
QUT 

Yes, MAD's maddest artist puts 
his best foot forward (and his 

other foot in his mouth) as he 

steps out on his own with this 
book of all-new, never-before- 

published Don Martin cartoons. 

ON SALE NOW AT YOUR FAVORITE NEWSSTAND OR YOURS BY MAIL FOR 40¢ 

use coupon or duplicate 

POCKET 
DEPARTMENT 

850 Third Avenue, 

New York 22, 

N.Y. 

PLEASE 
SEND ME: 

DON MARTIN 

STEPS OUT 

ALSO, PLEASE SEND ME: 

The MAD Reader 
MAD Strikes Back 
Inside MAD 

(1 Utterly MAD 
The Brothers MAD 
The Bedside MAD 
Son of MAD 
The Organization MAD 
Like MAD 
The Ides of MAD 
Fighting MAD 

The MAD Frontier 
And if you're really loaded 

| ENCLOSE: 

(1 40¢ for1 
75¢ for2 
$1.05 for 3 
$1.40 for 4 
$1.75 for 5 

$2.10 for 6 
$2.45 for7 
$2.80 for 8 
$3.15 for 9 

O000 
NAME. 

$3.50 for 10 
$3.85 for 11 
$4.20 for 12 
$4.55 for 13 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

‘On orders outside U.S.A. add 10% extra. 
STATE 



Fle thought he would rest in peace...in place... 

When Joseph Stalin closed his eyes 
for the last time, he died with 

the satisfaction of knowing that 

he would be laid to rest 

beside his old revolutionist buddy, 

Nikolai Lenin, in that beautiful 

tomb in Red Square under the 

shadow of the Kremlin. 

And there was no reason for old Joe 
to think that his rest would not be 

eternal and undisturbed. E 
A little thing called “Progress”. 

ept that he forgot one thing. 

“Progress” in the U.S.S.R. is measured by strange things: 
i yitch in doctrine—a sudden change in esteem— 

a hurried re-writing of history books. 

When Joe 

figured that “Progress” would catch up with him and eject 
him from his final resting place. 

alin became a “‘better Red when dead”, he never 

If it could happen to a big shot like Joseph Stalin over 
there in the U.S.S.R., it could happen to a little schnook 

like you over here. 

Here in America, progress is measured by other things: the 
population explosion—cities and towns spreading out oyer 

the countryside—new super-highways cutting through the 

land—huge jet ports thundering into existence ... each 

pouring their concrete over parks and playgrounds and 

gardens and farms and fields and yes—even cemeteries! 

When you pass on, can you be assured that some super- 
highway or jet port or housing development won't catch up 

. and eject you from your final resting place 

ipalblock, 
UT BURIAL INSURANCE 

with you . 

to make room for “Progress”? 

STAY- 

POLICY, CONNECTICUT 


